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Concurrency vs. Distribution

Discussion

What is concurrency?

What is distribution?

Are they fundamentally different? If so, how?



One, perhaps obvious, distinction:

Concurrency: Execution on a single system

Distribution: Disjoint execution environments



Where memory “lives”

Concurrency: Processors accessing the same physical memory

Distribution: Processors with private memory
communicating over an inter-connect



Where memory “lives”

Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP)

Multi-core

Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
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Other distinctions

Systems have different address spaces

o.m(p)

o is an object and we call method m passing parameter p

What if o is remote?
How does p get to o?

What if p is a pointer?



Other distinctions

Increase in latency when accessing remote resources

What if it takes arbitrarily long for a function call to return?

Is it a good idea to block?

What if it never returns?



Distribution according to the 90’s

1 Design applications without worrying about distribution;

2 Split the application and rely on remote calls for
communication;

3 Test to identify bottlenecks and intolerable latencies;

4 Go back to (2) Depending on the test results



Distribution according to the 90’s

Tools of the trade

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) libraries

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

Extends RPC to the Object Oriented paradigm

Marshalling and Unmarshalling



What happens when a failure occurs?

Ran out of memory

Storage is corrupted

OS crashed

Network partitioned
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on a concurrent system

Central resource manager

on a distributed system

No central resource manager
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Waldo et al.

not only is the failure of the distributed components independent
but there is no common agent that is able to determine what
component has failed



Waldo et al.

[there is] no global state that can be examined that allows
determination of exactly what error has occurred



Waldo et al.

In a distributed system,
the failure of a network link is indistinguishable from the failure of
a processor on the other side of that link



In other words, in a distributed system,
we can not distinguish a node failure from communication latency!



It is not necessarily about

memory being remote

having different address spaces

accesses to remote resources taking longer

Sure, these things are related.
But the crux is the interaction between

partial failure and asynchrony



Impossibility results

Impossibility of Distributed Consensus
with One Faulty Process

Brewers Conjecture



Different formalisms to try to understand and manage the problem

Reasoning About Knowledge to analyze Distributed Systems

Convergent and Commutative Replicated Data Types

Logic and Lattices for Distributed Programming



Research on new languages and tools

Generative Communication in Linda (tuple space)

ACTOR Formalism

Akka library
Orleans, Microsoft Research



Part 2. Message passing



Communication between

Sender(s) and receiver(s)

over a channel

FIFO (queue) of messages

preserves message order

atomic access

perhaps typed, error free, etc





Various topologies

one-to-one

one-to-many

many-to-one

many-to-many

Depends on the application



Sending

If there is space on the channel
Message is deposited and sender continues (non blocking)

If channel is full
Sender waits for space on the channel



Receiving

If there is at least one message on the channel
Message is removed and receiver continues (non blocking)

If channel is empty
Receiver waits for a message on the channel



Channel size:

0

synchronous channel

n

buffered channel (async.)

∞

unbounded buffer (async.)
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Asynchronous message passing
Channel size > 0

Synchronous message passing
Channel size = 0



Go language

Prominent language with channels

Channel communication is the main synchronization primitive

Concurrency via goroutines
Lightweight threads



Goroutines, syntax

go keyword before a function call

var a string

func f() {

a = "hello, world"

}

func main() {

go f()

print(a)

}

If the function has any return values, they are discarded when the
function completes.



Channels, syntax

Channel creation

c := make (chan int) synchronous

c := make (chan int, 10) bounded with size 10

No unbounded channels

Send

c <- v

c1 <- c2

Receive

<- c

v := <- c



var c = make(chan int, 10)

var a string

func setup() {

a = "hello, world"

c <- 0

}

func main() {

go setup()

<-c

print(a)

}



var done bool

var a string

func setup() {

a = "hello, world"

done = true

}

func main() {

go setup()

for !done {}

print(a)

}



Channels as

Locks

Barriers

Semaphores



Filters

Receive message(s) on input channel(s)

Apply a function f to the input

Send output on output channel(s)



Filters

Some computations naturally fit into a composition of filters



Dataflow programming

Programming paradigm where

program are a directed graph

with data flowing between operations

Operations run as soon as all of inputs become valid

Inherently parallel

Think of “a series of workers on an assembly line,
each doing a specific task whenever materials are available”



Tensor flow

Google’s dataflow library for machine learning

Tensorflow: Large-scale machine learning on heterogeneous
distributed systems

In-Datacenter Performance Analysis of a Tensor Processing
Unit



Last but not least,

Please also look at
lecture10message reference material.pdf

from the course website

Messages as tuples
chan c(type1 id1, type2 id2, ..., typen idn)

empty(c) true if channel c is empty

More details and examples on

Dining philosophers with channels
Filters, sorting networks
Skeleton of client/server application with message passing
Monitors implemented using message passing
Allocator as server process


